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SERIES HV
CPVC Horizontal
Centrifugal Pump
MODELS
HV-1/2
HV-3/4
HV-1
HV-1-1/2
HV-2

SEALS

S - Single
D - Double
N - Single Diplo

I N TR O DUCTION
Penguin Pumps are designed to handle a large range of chemicals without difficulty. Completely constructed of CPVC where in contact with the solution
being pumped, Series HV pumps have an upper working temperature of 180 degrees, and thus can handle most corrosive, slurries, and abrasive solutions. For high temperature and very corrosive abrasive solutions, a double mechanical seal and water flush are supplied. For higher suction pressure,
a single diplo internal seal is supplied. All pumps have been tested for proper operation before leaving the factory. To obtain optimum service life, please
follow all installation and operation instructions.

INSTALLATION
Install the pump as close as possible to the liquid reservoir from which the liquid is being pumped. As more energy is necessary to prime the liquid than to
discharge the fluid, make the suction as short as possible. Always make sure there is enough liquid in the reservoir and the level is high enough considering the capacity of the pump unit. Inadequate liquid will cause vortex in the reservoir. A vortex occurs when air mixes from the surface into the fluid. This
can disturb the flow and also prevents the pump from priming. Never run the pump for more than 5-10 minutes against a closed discharge valve. This
will cause overheating of the fluid in the pump and will damage the CPVC parts. Temperature in this case will increase up to 220 degrees. If the pump is
being run against a closed discharge valve for a long duration of time, install a small bleed line back into the reservoir before the discharge valve of the
pump. If the line is small, there is a minimum pressure loss. This prevents overheating by recirculating the fluid.
Note: The maximum suction pressure cannot exceed 10 psi without utilizing a diplo internal seal.

ELECTRICAL
All Series HV pumps are available with either a single or three phase motor. The single phase motor is dual voltage, 115/230V, 60c, which is wired at
the factory for proper rotation. The factory wires all dual voltage motors for the lower voltage (115V) unless otherwise requested. When changing from
115V wiring to 230V wiring, follow the motor manufacturer’s wiring instructions, which are found in the motor junction box. With some motors the diagram
is under the cover gasket. Be sure to wire the motor for counterclockwise rotation as viewed from the suction entrance of the pump. A power cord and
plug are supplied for immediate plug-in operation. A plug is not supplied on motors wired for 230V. Many options are available on the HV Series motors
including single phase-50c, explosion-proof, and 575V motors. If any of these options are required, please check the motors carefully or consult the factory. The three-phase are dual voltage, 230/460V, 50/60c which are not wired at the factory. The direction of rotation must be determined by operating the
pump. The system, including the pump, has to be completely filled with only fluid (no air). Entrapped air can also cause damage to the pump. Just bump
start the motor while checking the rotation of the fan through the fan cover. Do not reverse pump unit for any duration of time. On all Penguin pumps,
the rotation is clockwise facing the fan cover of the motor. Arrows are provided on the motor for proper rotation. In case of reverse rotation, interchange
the two phases and check rotation again.
For double seal pump units, the water flush must be hooked up before bump starting. Forgetting the water flush will cause severe damage to the second
seal and bracket. The flush should be between 3-5 gph.

PLUMBING
It is recommended to enlarge the suction line a minimum of one size larger than the suction entrance. Never reduce plumbing on the suction. Avoid 90
degree elbows and never use 180 degree elbows. Make sure that every suction coupling/connection is airtight. Always use a valve on the discharge of
the pump. In case of a flooded suction, in which the liquid level is higher than the center of the suction entrance, provide a T-connection with a small valve
after the discharge valve to assist in letting the air out during flooding. In case of a non-flooded suction, in which the liquid level is lower than the center
of the suction entrance, provide a foot valve on the end of the submerged suction line. All plumbing and accessories must be supported other than by the
pump, in order to prevent possible distortion of the pump case. The use of some hoses in the discharge plumbing close to the discharge nozzle of the
pump will absorb any movement of the solid plumbing if vibration exists.
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PRIMING
Under flooded conditions, open all the valves in the suction and discharge lines. If a T-connection with valve is provided, wait until the fluid is escaping with
no air bubbles. Close all the valves in the discharge line. Always leave the suction valves wide open. A closed suction valve will cause severe damage to
the impeller and the seal. Under non-flooded conditions, fill up the pump and suction line very slowly from the discharge in order to let entrapped air out.
Then close all valves in the discharge line. Give the pump a couple of seconds to build up pressure, then slowly open discharge valve until the desired flow
is achieved. A priming chamber can be included as an option to help facilitate priming the pump, but all non-flooded directions must still be followed. If a
priming chamber is included, unscrew the filler cap and fill the priming chamber. Replace the filler cap and tighten securely to compress the cap gasket to
prevent air leakage through the cap. Make sure the piping on both inlet and outlet is secure and then start up the pump. During the first few minutes there
will be air trapped in the chamber and the piping. This air must purge itself before the full rated performance of the pump will be achieved. If the air does
not purge itself, then check for air leakage at the various pipe and chamber connections. The longer the length of the inlet pipe, the longer it will take to
purge the air. When the pump is shut off, if the system siphons the liquid out of the chamber, it must be refilled before starting up again. When a flapper
valve is supplied on the inlet of the priming chamber, the liquid should remain in the chamber, and thus it is not usually necessary to refill before restarting
the pump. Liquids that have water-like characteristics will function as described above. Liquids with higher specific gravities and viscous liquids may not
give satisfactory results. The acceptability of the chamber for a specific liquid and specific piping situation must be determined. Consult factory if necessary.

MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
1. Place the motor vertically with the shaft facing upward.
Double Seal- Take the ceramic section (white-colored) of the double seal assembly without the green dot on the elastomer and press this into
the rear cavity of the pump housing/motor bracket (item #3A) until it bottoms out.
Lubricate the second half of the shaft slightly for easy assembly. Place the pump housing/motor bracket (item #3A) on the C-face of the motor.
Take the four (4) 3/8” bolts, washers, and lock washers, and place them in the holes of the bracket. Line up the pump case with the discharge
nozzle pointing horizontally to the left. Tighten these bolts diagonally.
Single Seal- Check to see that the shaft is as much in the center of the cavity in the bracket as possible. Standard External Seal- Place the SS
shaft retainer washer over the shaft. Place the spring of the seal with its own retaining ring (L-shape) on top of the flat washer, remembering that
the retaining ring of the seal has to sit on top of the flat washer.
Double Seal- Check to see that the shaft is centered in the ceramic portion of the bracket. Take the carbon section (black-colored) of the double
seal assembly without the green dot and press it over the shaft until it bottoms out on the ceramic section. Place the spring of the double seal on
top of the carbon section.
2.		 With the O-ring grooves facing upward, take one (1) O-ring and press it into the largest diameter groove of the seal insert (item #9A).
Double Seal- Press smaller second O-ring into the smaller matching groove in the seal insert.
Standard External Seal- Take the ceramic seal section (white-colored) and press it into the cavity in the center of the seal insert until it bottoms
out. Place the impeller on end with the sleeve facing upward. Lubricate this sleeve slightly for easy assembly (preferably Vaseline). Place the
seal insert with the O-ring grooves facing upward over the impeller sleeve until it bottoms out. Take the carbon seal section (black colored) and
press it over the sleeve until it bottoms out on the ceramic piece. Make sure these two seal surface are pushed tightly together during assembly.
Diplo Internal Seal- With the O-ring grooves facing downward, press the ceramic (white-colored) part into the matching cavity with the ceramic
facing upward. Place the impeller with the sleeve facing upward. Take the carbon seal section (black-colored) and slide it over the sleeve with
the carbon facing upward.
3.		 Place the SS impeller lock washer (item #11) with the same O. D. as the top half of the shaft over the thread on top of the shoulder of the 		
shaft. The O.D. of the washer and shaft should be flush.
4.		 Lock the shaft of the motor through the fan cover using a screwdriver.
Standard External Seal- Place the impeller and seal insert over the shaft with the sleeve of the impeller facing downward. Line up the seal 		
insert with its external locator with the timing slot in the volute.
Diplo Internal Seal- Press the seal insert into the volute with the ceramic facing upward, lining up the external locator with the timing slot in the
volute. Place the impeller over the shaft with the sleeve of the impeller facing downward.
5.		 Screw the impeller (and seal insert for standard external seal) on the shaft by turning the impeller clockwise (seal insert is locked in the timing
slot). Make sure the impeller is very tight on the shaft. (This should prevent the impeller from being unscrewed if the motor is accidentally re		
versed.) Place the four (4) (1/4” x 3/4”) bolts and washers (not forgetting the lock washers) through the bolt holes located in the back of the vo
lute on the centerline between the four (4) ribs of the bracket. Start tightening diagonally, until the seal insert bottoms out. Overtightening of 		
these bolts might strip the threads inside of the seal insert.
6.		 Remove the locking device(s) from the back of the fan cover.
7. Place the O-ring (approximate O.D.-7”) underneath the flange of the pump housing cover.
8.		 The bolt pattern in the housing cover is not symmetric, and thus can only line up one way. Looking through the suction entrance in the housing
cover, line up this hole with the eyes of the impeller by turning the housing cover. If the eye of the impeller and suction entrance are aligned, the
bolt pattern is also matching.
9.		 Place the eight (8) (1/4” x 1 1/4”) bolts with the washer underneath the head of the bolt. Do not apply the washer directly against the nut. 		
Tighten these bolts again diagonally.
Double Seal- Hook up the water flush assembly. The water flush inlet, including the 1/4” ball valve and elbow, has to be at the bottom of the 		
bracket. The water flush outlet, including hose barbs, hose, and flow meter, has to be at the top of the bracket.
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Recommended
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Item
1

S p ar e

1BS
1EF
1FC
4
5
6S
8S
8S01E
8S01V
8S02V
8N
8N03E
8N03V
8N04V
8D
8D01E
8D01V
8D02V
9E
9V
10E
10V
11-01
11-02
12
13
14A
17E
17V
18
19
21D
22D
23
SE
SV
DE
DV
NE
NV

Description
Motor/ Shaft Ass’y
Phase - Voltage - Cycle
1 115/230 60 single seal
1 115/230 50/60 single seal
3 230/460 50/60 single seal
1 115/230 60 double seal
1 115/230 50/60 double seal
3 230/460 50/60 double seal
Bearing Set (specify motor mfg.)
External Fan (specify motor mfg.)
Fan Cover (specify motor mfg.)
Pump Housing/Bracket Ass’y
Motor Bolt/Washer Ass’y - SS
Shaft Retainer Washer - SS (single seal only)
Single Seal Ass’y, Mechanical
carbon/ceramic/EPR
carbon/ceramic/viton
silicon carbide/ceramic/viton
Single Seal Ass’y, Diplo
carbon/ceramic/EPR
carbon/ceramic/viton
silicon carbide/ceramic/viton
Double Seal Ass’y, Mechanical
carbon/ceramic/EPR front & carbon/ceramic/buna-n rear
carbon/ceramic/viton front & carbon/ceramic/EPR rear
silicon carbide/ceramic/viton front / carbon/ceramic/EPR rear
Seal Insert O-ring - EPR (small diam.)
Seal Insert O-ring - Viton (small diam.)
Seal Insert O-ring - EPR (large diam.)
Seal Insert O-ring - Viton (large diam.)
Seal Insert (single and double mechanical)
Seal Insert (diplo, single)
Seal Insert Bolt/Washer/Nut Ass’y - SS
Impeller Lock Washer - SS
Impeller with Sleeve
Housing Cover O-ring - EPR
Housing Cover O-ring - Viton
Pump Housing Cover
Housing Cover Bolt/Washer/Nut Ass’y - SS
Flow Valve/Hose Ass’y (double seal only)
Flow Meter/Bracket Ass’y (double seal only)
Pump Head Ass’y
EPR - single
Viton - single
EPR - double
Viton - double
EPR - diplo
Viton - diplo

()

Indicates quantity required other than one (1)
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HV-1/2 Part No. HV-3/4 Part No.

HV-1 Part No.

HV-1 1/2 Part No. HV-2 Part No.

HV-340-0102S
HV-340-2102S
HV-340 -3102S
HV-340-0102D
HV-340-2102D
HV-340-3102D
P-120-01BS
P-120-01EF
HV-120-01FC
HV-120-03A
HV-120-04 (4)
HV-120-05S

HV-340-0102S
HV-340-2102S
HV-340-3102S
HV-340-0102D
HV-340-2102D
HV-340-3102D
P-120-01BS
P-120-01EF
HV-120-01FC
HV-340-03A
HV-120-04 (4)
HV-120-05S

HV-100-0102S
HV-100-2102S
HV-100-3102S
HV-100-0102D
HV-100-2102D
HV-100-3102D
P-120-01BS
P-120-01EF
HV-120-01FC
HV-340-03A
HV-120-04 (4)
HV-120-05S

HV-112-0102S
HV-112-2102S
HV-112-3102S
HV-112-0102D
HV-112-2102D
HV-112-3102D
P-120-01BS
P-120-01EF
HV-120-01FC
HV-340-03A
HV-120-04 (4)
HV-120-05S

HV-120-0601SE
HV-120-0601SV
HV-120-0602SV

HV-120-0601SE
HV-120-0601SV
HV-120-0602SV

HV-120-0601SE HV-120-0601SE
HV-120-0601SV HV-120-0601SV
HV-120-0602SV HV-120-0602SV

HV-120-0601SE
HV-120-0601SV
HV-120-0602SV

HV-120-0603NE HV-120-0603NE
HV-120-0603NV HV-120-0603NV
HV-120-0604NV HV-120-0604NV

HV-120-0603NE HV-120-0603NE
HV-120-0603NV HV-120-0603NV
HV-120-0604NV HV-120-0604NV

HV-120-0603NE
HV-120-0603NV
HV-120-0604NV

HV-120-0601DE
HV-120-0601DV
HV-120-0602DV
HV-120-07E
HV-120-07V
HV-120-08E
HV-120-08V
HV-120-09-01
HV-120-09-02
HV-120-10 (4)
HV-120-11
HV-120-12A
HV-120-13E
HV-120-13V
HV-120-14A
HV-120-15 (8)
HV-120-17
HV-120-18

HV-120-0601DE
HV-120-0601DV
HV-120-0602DV
HV-120-07E
HV-120-07V
HV-120-08E
HV-120-08V
HV-120-09-01
HV-120-09-02
HV-120-10 (4)
HV-120-11
HV-340-12A
HV-120-13E
HV-120-13V
HV-340-14A
HV-120-15 (8)
HV-120-17
HV-120-18

HV-120-0601DE
HV-120-0601DV
HV-120-0602DV
HV-120-07E
HV-120-07V
HV-120-08E
HV-120-08V
HV-120-09-01
HV-120-09-02
HV-120-10 (4)
HV-120-11
HV-100-12A
HV-120-13E
HV-120-13V
HV-340-14A
HV-120-15 (8)
HV-120-17
HV-120-18

HV-120-0601DE
HV-120-0601DV
HV-120-0602DV
HV-120-07E
HV-120-07V
HV-120-08E
HV-120-08V
HV-120-09-01
HV-120-09-02
HV-120-10 (4)
HV-120-11
HV-112-12A
HV-120-13E
HV-120-13V
HV-340-14A
HV-120-15 (8)
HV-120-17
HV-120-18

HV-120-0601DE
HV-120-0601DV
HV-120-0602DV
HV-120-07E
HV-120-07V
HV-120-08E
HV-120-08V
HV-120-09-01
HV-120-09-02
HV-120-10 (4)
HV-120-11
HV-200-12A
HV-120-13E
HV-120-13V
HV-340-14A
HV-120-15 (8)
HV-120-17
HV-120-18

HV-120-19SE
HV-120-19SV
HV-120-19DE
HV-120-19DV
HV-120-19NE
HV-120-19NV

HV-340-19SE
HV-340-19SV
HV-340-19DE
HV-340-19DV
HV-340-19NE
HV-340-19NV

HV-100-19SE
HV-100-19SV
HV-100-19DE
HV-100-19DV
HV-100-19NE
HV-100-19NV

HV-112-19SE
HV-112-19SV
HV-112-19DE
HV-112-19DV
HV-112-19NE
HV-112-19NV

HV-200-19SE
HV-200-19SV
HV-200-19DE
HV-200-19DV
HV-200-19NE
HV-200-19NV
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HV-200-3102S
HV-200-3102D
P-120-01BS
P-120-01EF
HV-120-01FC
HV-340-03A
HV-120-04 (4)
HV-120-05S
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